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Base Senso. Learn how to write without pressure and pressure points on the fingers

When the fingers cramp and the hand gets tired and shaky, the writing comes out ugly and unreadable. 
With the new Base Senso, one can learn to write holding the pen loosely and without pressure. 
Therefore, drawing lines, arcs and loops suddenly goes easy and relaxed without tiring the hand. 

Base Senso is the pen with the flash light signal at one rear. A warning light at the end of the pen indicates when 
there is too much pressure applied. Thus, the child learns to graduate the pressing force and gets used to using 
the pen relaxedly. Parents and teachers have the chance to control the writing pressure and therefore the 
development of the writing of the kid. Thanks to this, Base Senso facilitates the transition to using a fountain pen.

The base Senso has a ergonomic grip piece with three anti-slip rubberized finger areas. It is equally suitable for 
right and left-handed persons. The royal blue ink is erasable and each cartridge comes with a new roller ball tip. 
The replacement is easy and each cartridge has a fresh new tip.
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Learn how to write without pressure and pressure points on the fingers with the new Base Senso.
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Base Senso is the pen with the flash light signal at one rear. A warning light at the end of the pen indicates when 
there is too much pressure applied.
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The Base Senso is available in two colours: blue and pink.
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